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Behaviour:  FerricTDS Crack Keygen simulates the three most special sound effects encountered in
some reel-to-reel tape recorders:  DYNAMICS – gently shaping the overall dynamic response;
SATURATION – adding extra harmonic-related content; LIMITING – controlling peak performance.
Both the dynamic effect and the saturation effect can be used as slider controls; the limiting effect
can be used as a standard VU meter control, also. Furthermore, the dynamics effect can be applied
directly to the stereo pairs, and the saturation effect can be applied simultaneously to both left and
right audio channels. The saturation effect can also be applied in the mixer, as a sidechain, using the
FerricTDS Crack Free Download mixer as a virtual mono-output. When the saturation effect is
activated, the plugin simulates the saturation amplitude encoded in the tape. To set the saturation
level, the user can either use the included Audio Units presets, or he/she can choose to mix a new
value manually, using the included mixer. The saturation effect consists in two parts:  – the
equalization filter, similar to a standard compander, which controls the shape of the pulse response
curve; – the gains/attenuation, which controls the amplitude of the saturated signal. In the
equalization filter, the user can choose to use a filter with a low-pass cutoff, a band-pass filter, a high-
pass filter or a bi-pole filter. The pulse response curve in the equalization filter is analog-like,
generating progressively smoother shaping sounds as the amount of equalization increases. The
amplitude of the saturation effect is obtained by multiplying the output signal with a saturation ratio.
The limiting effect works in a similar way. In fact, both the saturation and the limiting effects
generate an analog-like output signal, and a similar pulse response curve, and both can be increased
to simulate a higher dynamic range. The idea was to combine the effects as follows:  – if the signal is
already quite loud, the sound will be saturated with the saturation effect; – if the signal is already
quite loud, the dynamics will be reduced with the dynamics effect. Note that, for values of the
saturation ratio above 0.5, the standard switch that controls the saturation ratio behaves like a low-
pass limiter, comp
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============================================================
====== FerricTDS Crack For Windows: A module of virtual tape simulation with three realistic
functions FerricTDS emulates the three most basic and probably most recognizable tape dynamics
effects:  DYNAMICS – soft, yet controlled shaping of the overall dynamic response SATURATION –
adding extra harmonics to the main wave LIMITING – adjusting the peak amplitude of the recorded
signal Virtual tape simulation is one of the most complex audio effects available for DAWs. FerricTDS
is the first module of a tape dynamics simulation plug-in which provides full support for virtually any
type of tape media that can be played on a standard recorder (i.e. short, long and super long tapes).
FerricTDS is a very advanced module for virtual tape simulation. It emulates the sound of the
standard business tape recorder used by recording musicians. Basically, the FerricTDS VST Plug-In
implements three basic aspects of the sound of this kind of recorder.  DYNAMICS – by softly shaping
the overall dynamic response SATURATION – adding extra harmonics LIMITING – by adjusting the
peak amplitude of the recorded signal FerricTDS is a virtual tape simulator, but it is so much more
than just a virtual tape saturator. Its most distinctive feature is that it produces recordings that
sound as though the magnetic tape has been manipulated at the time of recording. The instrument
can simulate the response of three types of tape media, having the following characteristics: Type 1
– Shorter Type 2 – Medium Type 3 – Long The most distinctive characteristic of FerricTDS is that it
implements a very smooth effect (as a way of saying that it has a very natural sounding and non-
distorted tape response) that goes beyond what an actual magnetic tape can possibly do. This is
achieved by implementing these three basic qualities: dynamics saturation limiting If you look at the
recording examples provided, you will notice that in the recorded samples the overall dynamic
response is very smooth, while the fact that there is only one single track means that there is no
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difference in dynamics or saturation from one track to another. This is because these two
characteristics are affected by the overall dynamics and saturation of the tape. In the Limiting
example, the track-to-track dynamics and saturation are controlled b7e8fdf5c8
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More info at This is a very powerful, yet easy to use piece of software. FerricTDS is among the fastest
(and smallest) plugins in the market, with stunning features. It features a unique audio engine which
is well-suited for tape simulation. The FerricTDS concept is entirely different from most other
plugins:  it does not just imitate the dynamic shaping technique of most reel-to-reel tape recorders
(Dynamics), it is not a simulation of a tape interface (for this, there are many other, more expensive
plugin products). FerricTDS is a tape dynamics simulator. FerricTDS does not rely on pre-made
harmonic oscillator models, but on its own down- sampled analogue/digital waveform synthesizer
engine, which was designed and con- structed by Ganszt for this product. FerricTDS supports one-
shot emulation of all the old (typical) tape tape dynamics effects, as well as all the newer (more
modern) effects: Static, Reel-to-Reel and Digital tape D.A.M.E. (Dynamic Amplitude Modulation
Enhanced), High-side, Phase-shifting, Time-shifting, Subsonic Noise, Dynamic Limiting and Linear
Limiting. FerricTDS supports all aspects of tape speed (up to 480 Hz), tape velocity (up to 480 Hz)
and tape thickness (up to 120 mil). Three front-panel controls determine the overall output level,
tape speed (if any), tape thickness and pre-emphasis (if any) settings. Additional controls allow you
to dynamically adjust tape speed (tape velocity), tape thickness and pre-emphasis (if any) during
processing. As to the actual tape dynamics, when an audio track is processed, the pre-emphasis
switch setting is set to “High”, so that the tape velocity (and the audio track phase) is
correspondingly slowed. The pre-emphasis switch setting is initially set to “Normal”, and all tracks
processed by the plugin are given pre-emphasis during processing. The effect of pre-emphasis is
much like that of a loudspeaker having a resonance convergence pole somewhere in its response
curve. Setting the pre-emphasis level

What's New in the FerricTDS?

The FerricTDS VST plugin is a standalone VST (stand alone for VST as well as standalone for VST 3)
plug-in for Windows audio sequencers. It simulates most of the most pop- ular effects described in
the High End Products audio specifications. It can be used as a standalone audio effects plug-in on
Windows and as a standalone VST plug-in for electronic instrument emulators. A virtual tape deck is
created using a FerricTDS VST instance and it is this virtual tape deck that provides the three sim-
ulated effects. The virtual tape deck plug-in is completely free of charge and of course it also can be
used as a virtual tape jukebox:  This plug-in is easily used with both 1 DSP Audio and 2 DSP Audio
plug-ins from TrueForce1 and TrueForce2. However, audio sequences and events and the virtual
tape deck can also be controlled and evaluated from a VST Host application such as Reaktor, Cycling
'74, MaxMSP, Oz, Studiomoon, etc.. FerricTDS Features: 1. Individual control of three effects Crest,
transient, hold When combining the effects:  crest can be used to add smooth cresting to both
transient and hold transient can be used to add increased sustain to transient hold can be used to
add even more sustain to transient 2. Real time “on the fly” digital signal processing Increase or
decrease the sustain level, phase and frequency 3. Normalized processed signal is the signal that is
processed, the transformation is applied to the wet signal 4. Allows the use of the processing plug-
ins as a selection plug-in for the tape There is a theoretical limit of sample size, which is 65535 for a
standard Adat format (8-bit linear samples).  5. Works with 32-bit hosts The processing occurs in
hardware, so no host transformation takes place. 6. Completely open-source software: All source
code and supporting files are available for download 7. 3 audio effects nodes: Crest Transient Hold 8.
Cross-sample and interleaving 9. No real time morphing 10. Direct processing of 4 channels 11. Plug-
in host can be from any wavetable or sample based audio software 12. Known to work
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System Requirements:

Requires a supported Intel® Pentium® Dual-Core T3500, T3500, T3700 or AMD® Athlon™ Quad-
Core x2 QP3500, QP3500, Opteron QP5000 or equivalent processor. Requires a supported AMD or
Intel ® integrated graphics adapter. Requires a supported NVIDIA GeForce 7xxx/8xxx, Intel® 8xxx,
or AMD® Radeon HD 4000-series, or similar integrated graphics adapter. Requires a supported
DirectX® 11-compatible game or device and Windows®
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